
Newly listed for sale is 16852 Silver Oak Circle in Delaire Country Club.  Below we 

will describe for you what has been a very long and tortuous process for the 

mandatory residents of Delaire.  “Why for the residents of Delaire?” you ask.  

Because you are forced to subsidize the builders by use of an illegal and 

unauthorized Builder Agreement which our frivolous Boards (Club & POA) have 

engineered to benefit their friends in our opinion.  They have certainly not 

benefitted Delaire residents, unless they also happen to be builders or invest with 

builders.  We have more than a few of these, who we will list in future article. 

 16852 Silver Oak Circle, Delaire Country Club 

In October, 2015, a builder acquired 

this property for $175,000.  Upon 

acquisition, he entered into a 

“Builder Agreement” with the Club.  

He also promptly encumbered the 

property with a mortgage of 

$277,500.  We won’t bore you with 

all the details, but the lender took 

the home back in June, 2018.  He 

stopped paying POA assessments in 

the second half of 2017.  We will assume that he also stopped paying his minimal 

discounted Club dues at that time and possibly before.   

What this means is that for 3 ½ years, this parcel has had to be subsidized by all the 

other mandatory resident members.  Now that the lender has taken back the 

property, there is no obligation to pay ANY CLUB DUES.  Every parcel is mandated to 

maintain a membership in good standing.  This isn’t the only one.  The last time the 

club reported anything relative to this, the count of resident members was only 297 

out of 324 homes.  Why?  Why are mandatory residents forced to subsidize builders 

and sellers?  How does this benefit us?  Don’t give me the Delaire mumbo jumbo 

that says this keeps the housing stock fresh and attracts new members.  Show me in 

black and white with real numbers from an independent auditor, including all the 

deals gone bad. The bad deals hang around forever.  The price history of this home 

is below.  It goes to show just how out of touch everyone is about the value of homes 

in Delaire.  Was cannabis even legal in Florida in February, 2017, when they listed 
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this home for $595K?  It is now listed for 299K and may sell if potential buyers can 

get over the fact that the renovator of the home has gone belly up.  Not exactly a 

big selling point. 

Property History - 16852 Silver Oak Circle, Delray Beach, FL 33445 
Property Price 

Date Event Price Price/Sq Ft 

03/26/2019 Listed $299,900 $133 

02/14/2019 Price Changed $349,900 $155 

01/24/2019 Listed $359,900 $160 

01/07/2018 Price Changed $450,000 $200 

09/01/2017 Listed $490,000 $218 

03/06/2017 Price Changed $589,900 $262 

02/02/2017 Listed $595,000 $264 

12/11/2015 Sold $175,000 $78 

10/27/2015 Sold $175,000 $78 

 

How much longer are we going to tolerate the poor decisions made by our Boards? 

How much longer do you want to subsidize builders & sellers? 

How much longer do you want to subsidize Non-resident members who get half price 

memberships?   

Are you, as a mandatory resident member, prepared to shoulder the entire cost of the 

drainage system repair and renovation? 

Why don’t Non-residents pay the Clubhouse assessment? 
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